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algorithm. We also extend the algorithm and analysis in

[4]to the caseof inhomogeneous
boundaryconditions.
•Ve discusshigh-order finite element methods to simulate
the flow of incompressible
viscousfluids. We focuson algorithms for solvingthe related algebraicequationsefficiently
usingthe iterated penalty method for resolvingthe incompressibility constraint. We show that direct methods may
be a suitable choice for solving the resulting linear equations, at least in the t•vo-dimensional case.
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Another

observation

we make

is that

direct

methods

may be a suitable choice for solving the resulting linear
equations, at least in the two-dimensional case. We show
that the relative fill-in due to Gaussian elimination is quite
small for high-order methods, and decreaseswith increasing degree. This allows one to solve non-symmetricproblems with comparableef•ciency to the symmetric case,allowing complextime-stepping schemesto be used.

2

Mixed

method

formulation

AMS subject classifications: 65M60, 65F05, 65F10.

In all of the cases considered here, the formulation will
reduce to solvinga general mixed method of the form

1

(1)

Introduction

High-order finite element methods provide very accurate

simulations
of the flowof incompressible
viscous
fluids[7].

a(uh,
v)+b(u•,q)
b(v,ph)
-= G(q)
F(v)Vq
Vv•• II•,
V•

whereF • V • and G • II • (the "primes"indicatedual
spaces[4]). Here V and II are two Hilbert spaceswith

Here xvefocuson variousalgorithmsfor solvingthe related subspacesV• C V and IIh C II, respectively;u• • V• and
algebraicequationsef•ciently in the context of NewtonJan p• • IIa are unknowns,
a(., .) and b(-,.) arebilinearforms,
fluids,that is, onessolvingthe Navier-Stokes
equations[8] which satisfy conditions introduced later.
whichappearsubsequently
in equation(9).
The main new ingredient in the variational formulation
•Ve discussthe iterated penalty method for resolving of mixed methods with inhomogeneousboundary condi-

the incompressibility
constraint[4]. This methodallows tionsis that the term G is not zero.In [4],completedetails
one to replace an indefinite linear-algebraic system with
a positive-definite linear system in many cases. One key
observation we make is that it is necessary in some cases
to do only a very small number of penalty iterations after

an initial start-up phase. This leads to a very ef•cient

are given only in the casethat G -- 0.

The variationalproblem(1) is only a slightgeneralization of (11.1.1)in [4],whichhad b(uh,q) -- (g,q)n as the
secondequation, if we make the translation g = PnhG
where Pnh denotesthe Riesz representationof G in II•,,
that
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(2)

is

(PnhG,q)n = G(q) Vq • II•.

We will assume that/>:

(3)

V -• II is continuous

b(v,p) = (/)v,p)n

and that

Vp,

where(., ')n denotesthe innerproductin II. Note that the
secondequationin (1) saysthat

(4)

Pnh/•un= Pn•G
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[

wherewe alsousePnhg to denotethe II-projectionof g • II

Comparison
of differenttimesteppingschemes,JHFIow

onto Ha.

We assumethat the bilinear forms satisfythe continuity
conditions

(5)

10ø
I

.....,

b(v,p)
! CbllvllvIIPlln
Vv• V,p• II
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Order
Implic
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10

1-st Order Explicit

Here Z and Za are defined by

(7)

Z = {v • V ß b(v,q) = O Vq•ii)

10-4

........

•

100

and

(8)

.....

a(u,v) _<c•11ullv[IVllvVu,v • v

and the coercivity conditions

(6)
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10•

102
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Za = {v G Va ' b(v,q) =0

Vq e ila}

respectively.

Figure 1: Empirically determined maximum time step size
for different time steppingschemesfor Jeffrey-Hamelflow

3

for ReynoldsnumberR = 240. The explicitschemeis (14),
the implicit-explicitschemeis (15), the implicit schemeis
(21). To utilize an implicit schemefor nonlinearequation,

The Navier-Stokes

equations

The Navier-Stokes equations for the flow of a viscous, incompressible,Newtonian fluid can be written

(9)

-5u• + Vp = -R (•u.V•u+ •t)
div u =

the fixed-pointiterative method has been used.

(13)

O.

4•u,
•,•w)
:=f•Lu.
rs).•w
•,

for•x• • C IR•, t • [0,T], where•u(t,•x)denotes
thefluid and (.,.)A2denotes
the L2(•)a-inner-product,
•V =
velocity,p(t. x•) denotesthe pressure,and R denotesthe
Reynoldsnumber [8]. These equationsmust be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions,such as the

Dirichlet boundaryconditions,u• = • on 0•, and initial
condition•u(0,•x)= •u0(•x).
A completevariationalformulationof (9) takesthe form:
Find •usuchthat •u(t,.) - • • V andp(t, .) • II suchthat
vt • I0,r]

a(u,v)+b(v,p)+

+

=0

b(•u,q) -0

v,
Vq•ii,

wheree.g. a(., .), b(.,.) and c(.,., .) are givenby

(11)

(12)

a(•u,v•):=

f•i,j=l
• ----dx,
Oui
Ovi
OXj
Xj ~

b(v•,
q):=-

of•
•-••x/q
O
vi d•x,
i=1

fil(•)d andII = {q• L2(•): fnqd•x=O}.Formore
detailsaboutnotationsee[4].
One of the simplestfirst-ordertime-steppingschemesis

a (•u
'-x, v•)+ b(v•,p
t)

•-RC (U
œ--1
U•--1' V
]
k•
' •
•]

-

(14)

b(•ue,
q)

= o,

'--0,

where,here and below,v•variesover all V (or Va) and
q variesoverall II (or Ha) and At denotesthe time-step
size. The schemeis only explicitwith respectto the velocity. There is an equation for the pressureand the zerodivergenceconstraint. The major drawback of explicit
schemes
suchas (14) is the severelimitation on the time
step as depicted in Figure 1.

Time-steppingschemesthat are implicit with respectto
the lineartermsand explicitwith respectto the nonlinear
terms can be more efficienteven though a linear system

involvinga(., .) formmustbe solved.The simplestof these
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form

l , •ue,ml , v•)
a(•ut'm,v•)
+b•~,p' } + R c (•ue,m-

a (•u
•, v•)+ b(v•,
pt)
(15)

(21)

b(•u•,q)
A more complex time-stepping scheme could be based
on the variational equations

a (?, v•)+ b(v•,p
•) +Rc 7g
g--l,Ug,V
(16)

2i-•tt
(•g-- ug--I'•)L
•
2'--0,
b(•u•,q) :0,

•

b{ut,'• q)

' ,-.d
L2 ----O,

: O,

where m - 1, 2, ..., M is the fixed-point iteration index. We

write•u
e for•u
e'M.Thefollowing
convergence
criterion
has
been used in our calculations for the fixed-point method:

(22)

•ut,.•
__•œ,m--1
_•efp•t,m.

Thesimplest
initialguess
forfixed-point
iterations
is•ut'øin which the nonlinear term has been approximated in such
a way that the linear algebraic problem changesat each

time step. It takesthe form (1) with a form a(.,.) given
by

(17)

Ut-1 To reducethe numberof fixed-pointiterations,the
initial guesswascalculatedusinglinear interpolation of the
solution at two previous time steps:

(23)
a (s.s;F):

(s, +

•u
t'ø-- 2•/-1 -- •U
t-2.

In practice, higher order time-stepping schemescan be
used,includingthe second-orderapproximation of the time

derivative([6]):

•.
c9u
(t•)
Ot

3? -- 4ut-1 + •ug-2

where•U= R? arisesfrom linearizingthe nonlinearterm.
Even thoughthe additionof the •Uterm makesit non-

(24)

symmetric,
5(.,.) willbecoercive
for•tt sufficiently
large.

but the main issuesrelated to solving the resulting linear
equationsremain the same.
All time-steppingschemesmay be written as a problem

In fact, when div •U_=0 then integratingby parts yields

2At

'

for (•ul,p
t) whichis nearlyof theform(1), forexample,
equation(15) may nowbe written as

(25)

(lS)

+7'(•U/•--I•v•)L•
b(•u•,q) =0

---2

i.j----1

--Vj
Oxi

dx
•' = 0

for all v • V so that

(19)

o•• •z-<•(v•,v•)
'v'v•(•V

for the samechoiceof c•> 0 as before.Of course,•(., .) is
continuous:

(20)

5(v•,
•W)
_•Ca • V •WV 'V'•,
•W(•V

butnowCadepends
onboth•tt and•U.
The maindisadvantage
of the time-stepping
scheme(16)
is that it has a time-dependent system of algebraic equations. To avoid this time-dependenceand to keep implicitnessof the non-linear term approximation, fixed-point iterations have been introduced in the following variational

with the more generalform 5(., .), namely

(26)
where the constant7' = R/At for the first-ordertimesteppingschemeand 7' = 1.5R/At for the second-order
time-steppingscheme.Numerical experimentswill be presented subsequentlyfor such a problem. Note that the
linear algebraicproblem to be solved at each time step is
the same.

Notethat wehave•u

where
•u• V. Thevariational
problem
(25)for•u
• can
then be written: Find •u• V and p • II suchthat

(2,) -a c

5 (u,v) + b(v•,p)= -a (•[,v•)

s)+

b(•u,q) = -b (:, q) Vq• II.

vs v
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This is of the form (1) with

Fe) := -a (•, •) - nc (•-•, •-', •)

a (q):=-• (•q) Vq• n.

that is, Pn•G = -Pn•T)'.

(35)

95

Then

P•+• = P• + PPn•T)(u• +

sincePn•T)u• = T)u•.

If webeginwith p0 = 0 then,for all n > 0,

Note that the inhomogeneous
boundarydata • appearsin

both
right-hand
sides,
F andG. Thus
weareforced
to (36)
deal with a nonzero G.
A finite elementdiscretizationof (10), (15) or (27) is
obtainedby replacingV by Vnand• by •n satis•ing (6).
Since the notation is identical if we let V denote either V

or V• (andsimilarlywith •) wedropall h subscripts
from
now

pn
=pPrl•
T)• (ui+•) - Prl
•T)w
n,
i=0

where

.•

(•)

•=0

on.

Note

4

Iterated
ß

penalty method

Considera generalmixedmethodof the form (1). Let
p' • IR and p > 0. The iteratedpenaltymethod(IPM)
definesu • • V and p'* by

(29)

= F(v) - b(v,?) + p'G(T)v) Vv • V
p•+• = p• + p (•u • - Pn, G)

that

(38)

b(v,p•) - (•Dv,p•)n =

(Vv,
•n•Vw•)n
= (Vv,
Vw•)n

sincePri,•Dv • •v.
Thus, the iterated penalty method implicitly becomes

(39)

a(un,v) + p' (Vun,Vv)n = F(v)
-(Vv, Vw•)n-p'(Vv, Vt)n Vv•V
w•+• = w• + p (u• + •/).

wherePn•G is definedin (2). Recallalsothat (4) says In the c•e p• = p this simplifiesto
that Pn•u = Pn•G.
The algorithm doesnot require Pn, G to be computed,
only

(30)

(4O)

•(•, v) + p (m •, V•)n = r(v)
-(re, V( w• + P•))n Vv • •
w-• = w-+p(u • +•).

Thus we see that the introduction of inhomogeneous

for v • V. Supposethat G(q):= -b(%q). Then

boundaryconditionsdoesnot lead to a dramatic changeto
the formulation of the iterated penalty method. The main

(31) G(Pn,Dv) = -b(7, Pn•Vv) = -(Vv, Pn•Vv)n.

difference is that the "pressure" term

If further H = DV, then

(41)

(32)

where w := w • for the value of n at which the iteration

b(v,Pn•G) = G(Pn•Vv) =

p = •n• Vw,

is terminated, cannot be computed directly since w ½ •
That is, •w ½ H. On the other hand, p is not needed at
One key point of the iterated penalty method is that
all for the computationof u and can be computedonly as
the systemof equationsrepresentedby the first equation
required. For example, in a time-steppingschemeit need
for v • V.

in (29) for u", namely

not be computed every time step.

The "pressure"term can be calculatedin variousways.

(33) = F(v)- b(v,p
•) +p'G(Dv)Vv• V,

It satisfiesthe system

will be symmetricif a(., .) is symmetric,and it will be
positivedefiniteif a(., .) is coerciveandp• > 0.

(42)

Suppose
that H = DV. Then sinceG(q):= -b(% q),

(34)

(p,Vv)n = (Vw, Vv)•

Vv • •.

We can write p = •z for various z • V, with z satisfying
the under-determined system

(Pn•G, q)n = G(q) =

-(D%q)n= -(Pn•

(4a)

(Vz, Vv)n = (Vw, m)n

Vv • •.
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Several techniquescould be used to specify z, but one sim-

reason
pt = pi,• = -Pndiv•w•"• weredesired,
it couldbe

ple oneis to usethe system(1), namely,to find z e V and

computed separately.

r • [i such that

For example,algorithm(40) couldbe usedto compute

a(:, v) + b(v,•) = 0 Vv e V
b(z,q) = (Vw, q)• Vq e n

(44)

whichis (1) with F -=0 and G(q):- (/)w, q)rI.
The iteratedpenaltymethodcan be usedto solve(44),
yielding an algorithm of the form

a(zn, v) + p (Vz n, Vv). -- (Z)v,Z)(C - pw))n Vv e V
C+l = C + p (z• - w)

(45)

z•

(49)

(div'• divv)

=

-(div ({n- p.w•'•),
divv.)œaV•6y
C +•: C + p (? - •'•)

startingwith,say,{o • 0. Then? will converge
to ! 6 •

satisfying
div• = Pndiv?'• = -?'•.

Notethat (49)

requires the same system to be solved as for computing

ff,n in (48), soverylittle extracodeor data-storage
is
required.
The potential difficulty causedby having inhomogeneous
boundary data can be seenfor high-orderfinite elements.

in the casep' - p. This involvesinverting the samealge- For simplicity,considerthe two-dimensional
case(d = 2).
braicsystemas in (40), sovery little extra workor storage Let W• denote
piecewise
polynomials
of degreek on a
is involved.

triangular
mesh,andlet V• denotethe subspace
of W•

Notethat wn in (40) aswellas(n in (45) donotconverge consistingof functionsthat vanish on the boundary. Let
to any finite functionsand they might have arbitrarily large
values. On the other hand, the iterative penalty method
does not require calculation of those variables explicitly

sincethe first equations
in (40) andin (45) use
and (/)('•,/)v). To avoidthe calculationof variableswith
large entriesand to reducefloating-pointerror, it is useful

to rewritethe secondequationin (40) and (45) in termsof
(•w •, •v) and (•'•,/)v),
whichcan be calculatedwith
less error:

(46)

a(u'•, v) + p (/)u '•,/)v)n = F(v)
-(Vv, V(wn + P•))n Vv e v
(Vv, Vw•+ 1): (Vv, Vw•) + p(Vv, V(u• +•)).

(47)

a(•, v) + p(Vz•, Vv)n =
-(m,z)(C-pw))
n Vve v
(v•,,z)C +•) = (Z)v,Z)C) + p(Z)v,Z)(z
• - w)).

The variables /)u.,'• and /)('• are incremented directly in
our implementation.

5

Application

to Navier-Stokes

(•o)

• = v• • v•,

and let •n = div •n. Then each q • •n is constrained

at all boundarysingular[4] vertices,•i, in the mesh.
On the other hand, inhomogeneousboundary conditions

will requirethe introduction
of some• • W• x •.

It

is known[10]thatdiv(W• x W•) consists
of all piecewise polynomials of degree k - 1, a larger space than
•n if boundary singular vertices are present in the mesh.
On the other hand, if there are no boundary singular
vertices, there is no need to form the projection since

Hn={q6div(W•xW•)

6

ßfn q(x)dx= O}inthisc•e.

Convergence of IPM

The convergence
propertiesof (29) followfrom [4].
Theorem 6.1 Suppose
that theforms (1) satisfy(5) and
(6) for Vn and Ha = I)Vn. Then the algorithm('29) convergesto the solutionof (1) for any 0 < p < 2p• for ff
suJficientlylarge. For the choicep = if, (29) converges
geometrically with a rate given by

The iteratedpenalty method(39) (with p' = p) for (15)
takes the form

The followingstoppingcriterionfollowsfrom [4].
(48)

where
eitherpl,O= 0 (i.e.?,o = 0)or•w/'ø
= •W
l--l'Nwhere
N is the final value of n at time-step • - 1. If for some

Theorem 6.2 Suppose
that theforms (1) satisfy(5) and
(6) for Vn and [In = I)Vn. Then the errors in algorithm
(29) can beestimatedby
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and

radialvelocityamplitudefor Jeffrey-Hamd flow at r=l

10•

Ill - phllrz
-< +

+>'Cb

95

,

,

,

,

I

i

,

- Prz,,
Gllrz-

WhenG(q) - -b(*/, q), thenPr•hG = -ProbeD*/and
since
•Du• E 1-lb,

R=240

100

(51)
The latter norm is easier to compute, avoiding the need

to computePr•hG. We formalizethis observationin the
following result.

Corollary 6.1 Underthe conditionsof Theorem(6.2) the
errorsin algorithm(29) can beestimatedby

i

angularvariable

Figure 2: The profile of the angular velocity u at r -- 1
for two choicesof C, 100 and 10,000. These correspondto
Reynolds' numbers of 20 and 240, respectively.

and

The profilesare plotted for 0.01 <_ &/c• <_ 0.99. This
The corollary gives a natural convergencecriterion of the
iterated penalty method:

allows an assessment of the behavior

of the solution in the

boundary layer. For example, the angular displacement

thickness
6•, whichcan be definedin this caseby

(52)

7

Computational

examples

(55)

:=f/2 i
J0

*

has values6•0 = 0.110 and 6240- 0.046.
All numerical experimentsreported in this paper were con-

For the domain, we consider a slice of a wedge with

ductedusingthe codeAlbert [1]. The spaceV/• is chosen opening c• = •'/4 radians made perpendicular to one of
to be (50) with degreek _>4. As a test problemwe con- the wedge sides, as shown in Figure 3. This provides a
sider the well-studied Jeffrey-Hamelflow in a converging flow with no particular symmetry.
duct [8]. For this flow,a semi-analytical
solutionis known
Figure 3 showsthe pressurerelative "error" in the case
which is a similarity solution of the form
of C = 100if the projectionPrx•in (41) is not includedin

(53)•u(x,y):=
6vu(atan(y/x))
where

(54)

u"+4u+6u 2=C,

u(O)=u(a)=O,

and differentiation is with respectto the polar angle q)and

c• is the angle(in radians)madeby the two wallsof the
channel.Figure 2 showsthe profile(for a = •r/4) of the
radial velocity u at r - I for two choicesof C, 100 and
10,000. These correspondto Reynolds' numbersof 20 and

240,respectively,
withR calculated
byformula
R = max
[•[
for r = 1.

the calculation(left). Note that the error is concentrated
around the one boundary-singularvertex. When the pro-

jectionis included(right), the relativeerror dropsby five
orders of magnitude, to about 0.05 percent.
Figure 1 showsthe maximum time-step size for stability of the different time-stepping schemes. The implicit
schemesare unconditionally stable if one solves the nonlinear equation exactly, but any algorithm used to solve
them, suchas fixed point iterations, introducesimplicitly a
stability limit. Our simulationswere initialized with u - 0.
Note that the time-dependentnumericalsolutionconverges
to the steady state. A set of subsequentlyrefined meshes
was used, starting with the coarsestone from Figure 3.
Numerical experimentshave shown that the second-order
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Maximumtime-step size for the implicitschemes,JHFIow

100

2-nd order
1-st order

10-2
10•

Maximumpressureerror= 0.0005
Maximumpressureerror= 2.3245

Figure 3: The pressurerelative "error" due to a boundarysingular vertex in the case of C = 100 if the projection

Pm• is not includedin the calculation(left) and if it is
included(right). The verticesof the trapezoidare (1, 0),
(1,1), (2,2), (2,0), in clockwiseorder starting from the
lower-left

corner.

........

,
10•

,
10•

10'•

Figure 4: Maximum time-step size for the implicit time

steppingschemes
usingfixed-pointiterationsas in (48) for
Jeffrey-Hamel flow vs Reynolds number. The maximum

mesh-stepsize h = 0.35 (two subdivisionsof the mesh
displayedon Figure 3).

implicit-explicitschemewith 3 fixed-pointiterations(21)
is the most efficient

of the ones we tested.

Figure 4 showsthe maximum time-step size for the implicit time-stepping schemesas a function of the Reynolds
number. The mesh was generatedby twice refining the
coarsemesh shown in Figure 3. The number of unknowns

20

R = 240

N = 1202.

8

Using an initial

pressure

,•15 •
._

It is possibleto usea goodinitial guessfor wø in the iteratedpenalty method(40). For example,we can usethe
final w• from the previous time step or other "outer iteration." Figure 5 shows the reduction in number of iterations needed as a function of time using an initial wn from
the previoustime step, for two differentReynoldsnumbers

and for a moderatepenalty parameter (p = 100). Numerical experimentswere conductedfor the Jeffrey-Hamel
problem with zero initial guess. The number of penalty
iterations approachesone becausethe solution approaches
steady state.
Figure 6 showsthe effect of varying the penalty parameter for Reynolds numbers 20 and 240. Shown are the

pressureand velocityerror after convergence
(at a time of
t = 5) for the Jeffrey-Hamelproblem.We seethat if the

0/

0

i

0.5

I

1

i

1.5

i

2

I

2.5

i

3

315

4

45

5

time

Figure 5: Reduction in number of iterations needed to

satisfy(52) asa functionof time for two differentReynolds
numbers and for penalty parameter p = 100 using initial
wn from the previoustime step for Jeffrey-Hamelflow.
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Convergenceof iteratedpenaltymethodvs penaltyparameter,R = 20

,
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Convergenceof iteratedpenaltymethodvs penaltyparameter,R = 240
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Penaltyparameter
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Figure 6: Effect of varyingthe penaltyparameterfor Reynoldsnumbers20 (a) and 240 (b). Shownare the pressure
and velocityerrorafter convergence
(at a time of t = 5) and the numberof iterationsin the penaltymethodat the first
time step. plotted as a function of the penalty parameter, p. Number of penalty iterations for small value of the penalty
1

parameter
p isproportional
to • (b).
penalty parameter becomestoo large, then first the pressure degradesand finally so does the velocity. Also shown
is the number of penalty iterations at the first time step

whenthere is no initial guessfor wø. We seethat it is
large for a small penalty parameter but decreasesrapidly
to just one iteration for larger penalty parameters. The
errors quoted in figures were in the Loc norm. We have
obtained quantitatively similar error estimates in the L2
norm.

For truly time-dependent problems, the number of
penalty iterations also approaches one for each fixedpoint iteration, when the value of penalty parameter is
big enough. The uniform flow around a cylinder is a
classicaltime-dependent problem which has been investi-

gatedby manyresearchers
(see[3] and references
reported
therein). For Reynoldsnumberslarger than somecritical
value(around40) vortex sheddingoccursbehindthe cylinder (Figure 7). The time-dependenthorizontalcomponent
of velocity is given in Figure 8. Plotted are velocity values at six points along the line through the center of the
cylinder cross-sectionat the angle of 0 = 153ø with direction of flow for a Reynolds number R = 100, a time step
size At = 0.05 and a computational mesh with 2831 nodal
points. The frequency of the oscillationsin terms of the
dimensionless

Strouhal

number

is found to be St = 0.177.

Figure 7: Velocityfield for the uniform flow arounda cylinder. R = 100, t = 100, At = 0.05. Computational domain

f• = [-10, 30] x [-20, 20]. Radiusof the cylinderr = 1.
Centerof the cylinderis at (0, 0). Plotted is part of the
domain[-3,9] x [-6,6]. Computationalmeshhas 2831
nodal points. Initial flow at t = 0 was uniform flow except
on the cylinder, where it was set to zero.
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Uniformflowarounda cyhnder,R - 100

Authorsof [3] found the dimensionless
Strouhalnumber
to be St = 0.16 (only two digits werereported). The
difference

in observed

St could be a result
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1.4

......

1.2
t

of the finite

computation
domainusedf] -[-10,30] x [-20,20] or by
the polygonalapproximationof the cylinder(24 sides).A
calculation
on the domainf] = [-20, 60]x [-40, 40],using
a 36-edgepolygonfor the cylinderrepresentation,a mesh
with 12943 nodal points and a time step size At -- 0.02,
yielded a the dimensionlessStrouhal number St - 0.169.
The initial time stepsneed a large number of fixed-point
and penalty iterations but when the solution becomespe-

0.4

riodic (t > 50), eachtime steprequiresapproximately
the

0.2
i i•

same number of fixed-point and penalty iterations. Figure 9 shows the total number of penalty iterations per
time step as function of the penalty parameter at time
100. Two different iteration strategies were used. One re-

r/D =0.

0

-0,2
0

5

10

•

15

20

25

9•

r/D=0.•

30

r/D=0.5•
35

Time

quires penalty iterations reach convergenceaccordingto

thecriterion
(52)withtolerance
eip= 10-?. AnotherFigure 8: Time-dependenthorizontal componentof velocsets the number of penalty iterations per fixed-point iteration to one and the iterations are forced to satisfy both

ity field at six points along the line through the center of
the cylindercross-section
at the angle of 0 - 153ø with di-

convergence
criteria
(22)withtolerance
efp= 10-4 and

rection

of flow.

Simulations

were for uniform

(52). The secondstrategyrequiresfewertotal numberof

cylinder with diameter D = 2, R - 100.

penalty iterations for high valuesof the penalty parameter
and therefore minimizes the number of linear-systemsolves
required. We did simulation of the same flow for higher

9

Direct

versus

iterative

flow around

solvers

valuesof the Reynoldsnumber (R = 200). For penalty

parameterp = 10s and time stepAt = 0.02 numberof

Iterative

fixed-point iterations equal 3 with one penalty iteration
per fixed-point iteration. Like for steady-stateflows the
value of penalty parameter can not arbitrary large due to
the big numerical error.
Since it appears that it is often possibleto do only one
penalty iteration per fixed-point iteration, it is interesting to compare this method with other methods. Alge-

algebraic problem that arises in implicit and implicitexplicit schemesfor time-dependent partial differential
equations. However, direct solvers have various nice features. For example they allow one to solve non-symmetric
problemswith the same amount of work as for symmetric
problems. Thus it is natural to ask what is the relative

braically,the systemof equationsfor a mixedmethod(1)

seethat for high-ordermethods,at least in two dimensions,
direct methods have an interesting range of applicability.
Using an ordering strategy related to the "minimum de-

can be written

in the form

(56) ( A B
0) U

0)

amount

solvers

are

often

of work for direct

used

to

solve

versus iterative

the

solvers.

linear-

•Ve will

gree"algorithm[9] in the caseof symmetricmatrices,the
growthin the numberof fill-ins is as depictedin Figure 10.

The iterated penalty method avoidsthe needto evencalculate the matrix B, and only requires the solution of equa-

What is plotted is the ratio of the number of non-zeros

tions of the form

original matrix, as a function of the former. The number
of non-zerosin the factored matrix is a good measure of
the computationalcomplexityfor time-steppingproblems

(A+pD)V=G,

in the factored

matrix

to the number

can be factored

of non-zeros in the

which involveonly the velocity degrees-of-freedom,
where

where the matrix

once and then re-used

D = BB t andB t represents
the matrixassociated
with the

many times. We see that for a large range of problems,

divergenceoperator. Since this is a much smaller system

the number of non-zeros in the factored matrix

will be less

than twice that of the original matrix. This means that
usingthe factored matrix for a direct solutionwill take less
which explicitly involve the pressuredegrees-of-freedom, than two stepsof typical iterative methods.
The relative costof solvingis made even more apparent
suchasthe Taylor-Hoodmethod[7].

of equationsthan (56), the iteratedpenalty methodcan
providea muchmoreefficientalgorithmthan oneslike (56)
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Figure 11: Relativecostof solverand form evaluationsfor finite elementsorderp = 4 (a) andp - 6 (b). D denotesthe
divergenceterm and C the nonlinear term.

in Figure 11. Shown is the relative cost of the solverand

sonableto study the efficiencyas a function of an estimate
of the entire work for a completetime step for the overall
element method. The data reported in Figures 10 and algorithm. Figure 13 showsthis data for Reynoldsnumbers
11 does not changevery much as we vary the geometry 20 and 240. We see that basing the plots on an estimate
of the domain and other problem parameters. The line of the work for a complete time-step tends to make lowmarked D denotesthe work for computing the divergence order and high-order methods look much more similar in
form b(v,p) and the line markedC denotesthe work for terms of accuracyachievedas a function of work expended.
computingthe nonlinearform c(u,v, w). We seethat for There is a noticeableincreasein cost as the Reynolds numthe 6-th order finite-element method, the nonlinear form ber increases,due to the increased information content of
dominatesthe solver by a substantial factor, although the the solution.
We note that we have omitted plots of the efficiency as
cost for the latter is growingat a fasterrate (the forms
can be computed in an amount of work that is linear in
a functionof run time [2],asthe latter is highlydependent
the number of matrix entries, but the cost of the solver on the computer architecture. For cache architectures, run
the form

evaluations

for the 4-th

and 6-th

order

finite-

growssupra-linearly).
An interesting questionis the effectivenessof increasing
the degree of approximation versus decreasingthe mesh
size. To investigatethe dependenceof the numericalerror
on the degree of approximation and number of unknowns,
we simulate Jeffrey-Hamel flow. A set of subsequentlyrefined mesheswas used, starting with the coarsestone from
Figure 3. Figure 12 comparesthe accuracy gained as a
function of the number of non-zerosin the factored matrix,
a measure of the dominant part of the computation. For
smaller Reynolds numbers, higher degree approximations
are more efficient. However, for larger Reynoldsnumbers,
lessdifferencein efficiencyis seenas the degreeis varied.
Sincethe forward- and back-solveis so efficient,it is rea-

time correlates well with
factorized matrix.

the number

of nonzeros

in the

For very large problem sizes, iterative methods will be
more efficient. However, the standard multigrid method
requiresa number of smoothingstepsproportional to the

penaltyparameter[5]. The data in Figures6 and ?? indicatespenalty parameter shouldbe very large.

10

Conclusions

We showedthat high-orderfinite elementmethodscan simulate the flow of incompressibleviscousfluids efficiently
usingthe iterated penalty method for resolvingthe incompressibilityconstraint. We gave a descriptionof the iter-
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Figure 12: Accuracyin the maximum norm as a functionof the numberof non-zerosin the factoredmatrix for Reynolds

number= 20 (a) and 240 (b). Numericalsolutionwascomputedfor Jeffrey-Hamel
flowon a set of subsequently
refined
meshes.
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ated penalty method in the caseof inhomogeneous
boundary conditions. We showedthat direct methodsmay be a

lOO

suitable choice for many simulations, at least in the twodimensional

Pl->conv.

case.

Current work extendingthe resultsof this paper involves
mesh optimization using error estimators and an extension
of these results to three dimensions.
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